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Agenda Item 3

Peak District Local Access Forum
Minutes of the Meeting held on Thursday 11 March 2021
at Virtual - Webex Meeting.
Members Present:

John Thompson (Chair)

Steve Martin
Bob Berzins
Richard Entwistle
Alastair Harvey
Andrew Murley
Councillor Ian Huddlestone

Martin Bennett
Edwina Edwards
Charlotte Gilbert
Louise Hawson
Geoff Nickolds
Joe Dalton

Others Present:
Gill Millward, (DCC)
Rich Pett, (PDNPA)

63.
63

Sue Smith, (PDNPA)
Mike Rhodes, (Secretary)

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES

1.
The Chair welcomed everyone to the third virtual meeting of the Peak District Local Access
Forum and gave a special welcome to Sarah Wilks, Head of Engagement at the Peak
District National Park Authority who would now be joining the LAF Meetings in her new role
following the management restructure. The Chair also welcomed Austin Knott from
Staffordshire Local Access Forum who was observing the meeting. The Chair thanked the
Democratic and Legal Support Team for their support.
Apologies for absence were received from Jon Stewart, Roly Smith, Ally Turner and Ben
Seal.

2.
64.
64
3.

MINUTES FROM THE LAST MEETING, 3RD DECEMBER 2020
The minutes of the last meeting held on 3 December 2020 were approved as a correct
record with thanks to Karen Harrison for producing them.

4.

65.
65

5.

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES
Countryside Code and Peak District Proud – the Chair introduced the item and informed
the meeting that the views of the Local Access Forum had been shared with Sarah Wilks,
other National Parks and Natural England. A draft communication plan was nearing
completion and Sarah Wilks would share this once it was completed.
Landscapes (Glover) Review – The Chair confirmed he had sent a letter to DEFRA on
behalf of the LAF to remind them of some of the key priorities the Local Access Forum has
in terms of delivering actions. Robert Largan MP had sent a copy of the LAF letter to Lord
Gardiner and it was expected that feedback would be received regarding the letter from
Defra Officers. The LAF would continue to work with the National Park Authority to address
local access issues.
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Right to Roam campaign – Bob Berzins introduced this item and thanked Louise Hawson
for providing the technology for the meeting on 26th February and Geoff Nickolds for
producing the minutes of the good discussion with a focus on increasing visitor knowledge
rather than introducing new legislation to increase restrictions. The presentations made by
Guy Shrubsole and Nick Hayes were elcomed and the Notes of the meeting circulated by
Geoff were agreed
Other areas of discussion at the Right to Roam meeting had been wild swimming and
mountain biking and a there was support for Bob's suggestion of a sub group being created
to look at these areas in more detail.

6.

66.
66

PUBLIC SPEAKERS

7.
The following spoke at the meeting:
Mrs K Stoney
Patricia Stubbs
Mr Denham
Anne Robinson
David Leng
Andy Leader

Statement read out by Democratic Services
Statement read out by Democratic Services
Video recording
Statement read out by Democratic Services
Statement read out by Democratic Services
Statement read out by Democratic Services

The Chair thanked the speakers for their contributions which would be looked at through a
future Green Lanes Sub Group, and Democratic Services for presenting the 6 items .

8.

67.
67

GREEN LANES ANNUAL REPORT

9.
The item was introduced by Sue Smith and park wide issues were covered during her
presentation.
The easing of lockdown in 2020 had caused issues across the National Park which have
been documented in a report by Derbyshire Police. The action plan will focus on:
 Engage
 Protect
 Enhance
The Green Lanes sub group will meet again on 29 April 2021. A general invitation will be
sent to all LAF members to attend if they wish.
Members of the Forum thanked Sue for her presentation and also the members of the public
that had spoken and assured them that the points they had raised would be taken into
consideration.
The issue of the impact of climate change on the National Park was raised and Mike Rhodes
confirmed that the impact of climate change was recognised within the National Park, but
funding limitations meant action was restricted.
The Chair asked members of the Forum to welcome and note the report - agreed

10.
68.
68
11.

PEAK DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK RESTRUCTURE & RESOURCES

Sarah Wilks introduced the item and explained the new management structure including her
new role. The focus would be on under-served audiences and youth projects, such as
Generation Green, in a coalition lead by YHA and including all 10 English National Parks.
The Peak District National Park Authority would host the lead of this project for the 16
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months it would run.
Sarah confirmed that there was a lot of planning in progress for lockdown easing in 2021
with a focus on partnership working within the communities to manage the expected extra
visitors. A lot of support had been received from Parish Councils and partner organisations,
but no additional funding had been received by the Authority to prepare for this. Data was
being collected to present to Government in the hope of receiving some additional funding.
The Forum congratulated Sarah and the teams involved in the Green Recovery scheme and
noted concerns that the pandemic may impact on the project.
It was suggested that the Countryside Code would be a good vehicle to kick start the work
on the lockdown easing, work was continuing on the update of the code.
Sarah confirmed that she would provide an update on the Green Recovery project once the
posts created by the project had been filled.
Steve Martin introduced work he had been undertaking with a group in Matlock to develop a
community energy model and asked if this could be rolled out into the recreation hubs
across the National Park. Steve agreed to circulate the paper from the project to the Forum
and Sarah agreed to look at this for future consideration.
The reported was welcomed and noted.

12.
0
1

69.
69

THE FORUM WAS ADJOURNED AT 11.20 FOR A SHORT BREAK AND
RECONVENED AT 11.30
ACCESS UPDATE - INCLUDING UPDATE ON THE ACCESS FUND AND
DONATIONS

13.
Sue Smith introduced the item and provided an update on the consultation about Silence
and Old Groves Mines, Hucklow which ran from 11 March until 9 April 2021 and which the
LAF would respond to in line with their views on previous directions in line with public safety.
This was agreed for action by the Chair.
Sue confirmed that the annual reports for the Access Fund were now available on the
website and thanked those who had contributed to the work.
The Forum thanked Yorkshire Water for a recent donation towards Miles without Stiles of
£5,500 and a certificate was presented to Alastair Harvey who accepted it on behalf of
Yorkshire Water. Thanks were expressed to Derbyshire Dales Ramblers for their £400
donation to the Access Fund with a certificate presented to Martin Bennett.
Mike Rhodes thanked Sue for all she had achieved especially regarding the Miles without
Stile project and the Chair seconded that on behalf of the Forum.
The report was welcomed and noted.

14.
70.
70
15.

ACCESSIBLE PEAK DISTRICT
Sue Smith introduced the report and confirmed that Access training had been provided for
Access Champions from National Parks across the UK and that further training was now
being provided to staff from the National Trust, Yorkshire Water and YHA.
The report covered the work that had been carried out over the past 12 months including the
20 routes currently under review across the National Park. Sue confirmed that every
3
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handbook sold provided £5.95 which would be used by the fund.
The report was noted.

16.

71.
71

DERBYSHIRE CC ROWIP UPDATE

17.
Gill Millward from Derbyshire County Council introduced the report including an update on
the work at Bamford Clough which would be completed by the end of July 2021. Gill agreed
to circulate the information and drawings following the meeting.
The Forum agreed to a letter being sent to the Director of Legal Services at DCC regarding
the verification of Definitive Map Modification Order applications, as recommended by the
Unrecorded Ways sub group.
The report was welcomed and noted.

18.
72.
72
19.

20TH ANNIVERSARY ANNUAL REPORT DRAFT 2020
Mike Rhodes introduced the report and welcomed comments. The introduction to the final
report would be provided by the Chair of the Authority to mark the 20th Anniversary and any
comments from the Forum were required by the 31 March 2021.
Thanks were expressed to all those who had been involved with the Forum over the past 20
years.
The Chair welcomed the draft report.

20.

73.
73

MEMBERS' REPORTS

21.
The minutes of the National Park Management Plan (NPMP) Advisory Group on 19th
January with Sarah Wilk's presentations had been circulated prior to the Forum meeting.
John Thompson confirmed he would be attending the next meeting of the NPMP AGM in
June 2021.
The Chair confirmed that Edwina Edwards would be leaving the Forum after the June
meeting and thanked her for her outstanding contribution (including being Chair from 20102017) on behalf of the Forum.

22.
74.
74
23.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
None

24.

75.
75

DATE AND VENUE OF NEXT MEETING

25.
The proposed dates for the future meetings were noted as 10th June, 9th September and
9th December in 2021, the format would be agreed nearer to the time.
The Forum agreed to look at the possibility of an outdoor meeting including a site visit to
allow a face to face meeting under Covid restrictions.

26.

76.
0

THE MEETING CLOSED AT 12.10

27.
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
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Agenda Item 9

Agenda Item 9
Report for the Peak District Local Access Forum
10 June 2021
Derbyshire’s Rights of Way Improvement Plan (RoWIP) - Update
Gill Millward, Countryside Access Improvement Officer,
Derbyshire County Council
Purpose of Report
To present Forum members with an update on progress towards the delivery
of Derbyshire’s Rights of Way Improvement Plan.
Aim 1: Existing Rights of Way Network
 Roadside signposting, surface condition/ drainage improvements:
Almost £1.7m has been identified in the County Council’s Highways
Capital Programme for 2021/22 for the delivery of major route and
general rights of way improvements, including Bamford Clough, as well
as on-going roadside signposting
 Vegetation clearance: Information about paths where it is planned to
cut back surface vegetation can be viewed here:
www.derbyshire.gov.uk/leisure/countryside/access/rights-ofway/scheduled-maintenance-programme/scheduled-maintenanceprogramme.aspx
Aim 2: Definitive Map and Statement
 Project 2026 Derbyshire: The Joint LAF Unrecorded Ways Sub-Group
met virtually on 20 May and notes
from the discussion are attached to
the end of this report. Volunteers are
continuing to investigate historic,
unrecorded routes across the
county, with 295 research records
now created on the British Horse
Society’s database. Restricted
access to the Record Office due to
Covid has no doubt affected the
pace of research and making of
Definitive Map Modification Order
(DMMO) applications, but the increasing availability of on-line archive
material has been helpful. As of the beginning of June 2021, 149 claims
were shown to have been submitted for Derbyshire, compared with 18
in March 2020. From a national perspective, the British Horse Society’s
Project 2026 is making good progress overall, with well over 1400
1
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routes logged across England by means of registered DMMO
applications. Due to the impact of Covid, Sport England has extended
its funding for the project for an additional 12 months until March 2022
 In terms of dealing with the backlog of DMMO applications, legal orders
have been confirmed for the Restricted Byway which runs between
Hearthstone Lane and Littlemoor Lane, near Matlock and for the
Bridleway leading into Beresford Dale from the road to Wolfscote
Grange, south of Hartington
Aim 3: An improved network
 Greenway/ Cycle Route Development and Maintenance in 2020/21:
A total of 9.90km of new Greenways/ Cycle Routes was achieved in
2020/21, exceeding the 8km target for the year and bringing the total
length of the off-road network to just over 430km. In addition to this,
maintenance projects have provided new surfaces/ drainage on parts of
the High Peak Trail, Five Pits Trail and Trans Pennine Trail
 Investment: A total of £1,452,958 has been allocated in the Highways
Capital Programme for 2021/22 to be spent directly on multi-user
Greenway/ Derbyshire Cycle Network development and maintenance.
The funding will be used to pay for design work on the missing link
between the Bolsover Loop and Trans Pennine Trail at Poolsbrook
Country Park near Staveley, as well as repairs to several sections of
trail, including the Pennine Bridleway, Peak Forest Tramway, Shallcross
Incline, Archaeological Way and Skegby Trail. Details of the work which
will be delivered by officers from the Sustainable Travel and
Countryside Service teams can be found in the report to Cabinet on 11
March 2021 - Agenda item 6(h)
https://democracy.derbyshire.gov.uk/ieListDocuments.aspx?CId=135&
MId=650&Ver=4
Additional funding is available for further design and construction to be
carried out on several high priority sections of the Key Cycle Network,
including the White Peak Loop, Little Eaton Branch Line and Pennine
Bridleway
 Pennine Bridleway National Trail (PBW): We have received grant
offers from the Pennine National Trails Partnership on behalf of Natural
England (totalling £39,346) towards the costs of employing a Pennine
Bridleway Maintenance Officer and for carrying out works on the Trail in
2021/22 - these will be supported with match funding from the County
Council. We have also received a further offer of funding (£20k) from
the Partnership to allow some preparatory work to continue on the three
remaining sections of the Trail to be completed around Glossop.
Maintenance work has been on-going with ditching, drainage and
general repairs taking place along the route, with continued input from
the Volunteer Leader for Groundwork Greater Nottingham. On the
development side, discussions with Network Rail (NR) are continuing
for the proposed section of the PBW under the railway viaduct at
2
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Dinting. Detailed plans and other necessary information have been
collated and forwarded to NR to proceed with the next stage of
Technical Clearances, which will be undertaken throughout May and
June. There have been further discussions with DCC Engineers about
the practicalities of building this section of the route and possible
alternative alignments are also being explored
 Visit. Sleep. Cycle. Repeat (VSCR): Work is substantially complete on
6.3km of new and improved cycling trails, including the Rowthorne Trail
(pictured below) around the Pleasley Hub in Bolsover District at a cost
of £404,000 and
funded by the Rural
Development
Programme for
England. Design work
has been finalised for
an additional 1.2km of
improvements on the
Skegby Trail, to be
funded through DCC’s
Highways Capital
Programme at a cost of
£150,000. Construction
should be complete by March 2022. Other DCC funding which has been
secured includes £120,000 to improve routes around Shirebrook and
Pleasley, along with £30,000 to improve signage and promotion
throughout the VSCR area. Work on several feasibility studies, funded
by Derbyshire’s Business Rates Retention Programme, is now either
complete or nearing completion. These include an audit of the whole
VSCR Trails Network, an analysis of the Pleasley Hub and an
accessibility audit of a number of sites. The studies support the
business case for future investment and will be used to promote the
VSCR programme further.
 Clowne Greenway: This project is now complete, bringing a new 7.4km
multi-user route to the network, as part of the Bolsover Loop, linking the
deprived wards of Creswell and Clowne to the Markham Enterprise
Growth Zone at Seymour. Work continues to secure community links
onto the Greenway, including the onward connection to Elmton Road
which will provide direct access into Creswell village centre and the
railway station. As a means of following up on the development of the
Clowne Greenway, a customer survey is being compiled to help better
understand the individual journey purpose, health gains and behavioural
change. It is hoped that this data will also help to appraise the value for
money aspect of this type of investment
 Little Eaton Branch Line: Initial walkover surveys have been carried
out with the Project Engineer and issues of encroachment have been
forwarded to our Estates colleagues to investigate. A design budget has
3
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been approved and a project plan formulated. Initial vegetation
clearance and site investigations are expected to commence during
early summer in consultation with a qualified ecologist. Links with
community groups and neighbouring landowners are underway
 White Peak Loop (WPL): This 54-mile circuit around the White Peak
area of the Derbyshire Peak District is being developed by the County
Council to provide a predominantly traffic free walking, cycling and
horse riding route, where possible, with links to the railway stations at
Buxton, Cromford, Matlock and Matlock Bath. The WPL is 71%
complete and connects three of the county’s most popular multi-user
trails: Monsal, Tissington and High Peak.
o A DCC Project Control Board has been set up and meets monthly
to guide delivery
o Meetings have also been held with various stakeholders and
partners to discuss issues and actions to help progress the
missing links around Buxton between the Monsal and High Peak
Trails; between Rowsley and Bakewell and from High Peak
Junction, near Cromford to Matlock (see map below). These will
all be challenging to deliver due to securing the necessary
finance, landowner and other permissions

o Feasibility studies are being commissioned for the missing
sections of the WPL from High Peak Junction to Rowsley, in
particular, exploring options for crossing the A6 at Rowsley to link
with Church Lane and Peak Village shopping centre, as well as
through Wye Dale and Woo Dale near Buxton to help identify the
best available routes with minimal impact in areas with high
conservation and heritage status
4
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o Drainage and surface improvements on Rowsley Bridleway 2 are
now complete. Further
work is being
considered for the
continuation of this
route towards the
Monsal Trail as part of
an interim route for the
WPL between Rowsley
and Bakewell
 Buxton Walk & Ride Network: We are continuing to work with Buxton
Town Team and High Peak Borough Council to develop a Walk & Ride
Network for sustainable/ active travel which takes people around the
town to school, work, the shops and to access open countryside,
avoiding roads as much as possible. We are investigating various
issues on each of the five routes and preparing a costed action plan for
those that can be developed when funding allows. In the meantime we
are looking at a signage schedule to implement effective waymarking
for both pedestrians and cyclists
 Active Travel Fund (Tranche 2): There has been a good response to
the community engagement exercise which took place during March
2021 for the east to west walking and cycling route across Chesterfield.
The comments are being analysed and used to help inform further
detailed design of each of the five sections which make up the overall
8km route
 D2N2 Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP):
Following Cabinet approval earlier this year, it is anticipated that a sixweek public/ stakeholder consultation on the draft LCWIP will take place
later in Summer 2021
Aim 4: Improve the promotion, understanding and use of the network
 Cycle Derbyshire Leaflet: With over 430km of ‘traffic-free’ trails in
Derbyshire, the new Cycle Derbyshire leaflet
promotes routes which are great for the whole
family as well as for everyday journeys. This
includes some of the lesser known trails which are
being showcased by Visit Peak District &
Derbyshire as part of its 2021 marketing
campaigns. The leaflet is now available online and
the distribution of 30,000 printed copies is
underway. All 45 Derbyshire libraries are now
stocked as well as many visitor attractions, cycle
hire, cafes and transport hubs
www.derbyshire.gov.uk/leisure/countryside/access/cycling/cycling.aspx
5
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 Customer Usage Monitoring: The current user monitoring counters
which are installed across the trail network have been assessed for
effectiveness. A rationalisation/ modernisation programme has been
devised to maximise the capture of effective and meaningful usage data
to help provide evidence of value for money and support future funding
bids to deliver further sections of the Key and Local Cycle Networks.
Some older monitoring sites will be decommissioned where equipment
is damaged or ineffective. A programme of repairs and further coverage
has been prepared using funds secured through the Highways Capital
Programme in 2021/22. As part of the Clowne Greenway project, three
new monitoring stations were added to the network. In just six months
almost 140,000 customers were recorded on the Clowne section of the
Greenway, with over 40,000 at both Creswell and Seymour. These
figures include counts for pedestrians, cyclists, mobility scooters and
horse riders
Aim 5: Greater community involvement
 Volunteer contribution: We look forward to continuing our Service
Level Agreement with Groundwork Greater Nottingham in 2021/22 and
to welcoming back many volunteers, both new and existing, keen to
help look after the paths, trails and countryside sites across Derbyshire
Other Council News:
On 17 May 2021, the County Council’s Economy, Transport and Environment
(ETE) Department become known as “Place” with a new Executive Director,
Chris Henning. A new Cabinet line-up was also announced at the Council
AGM on 26 May
Recommendations:
That Forum Members note this progress report for delivering Derbyshire’s
Rights of Way Improvement Plan.
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APPENDIX A
Joint Local Access Forum Unrecorded Ways Sub-Group Meeting held at
10am on Thursday 20 May 2021 via MS Teams
Sub-Group’s Aim - to explore what the LAFs can do to facilitate the
registration of unrecorded rights of way based on historic (pre-1949) evidence.
Raise public awareness and guide the work of others - bring interested parties
together and encourage collaborative working, as well as identifying where
assistance is needed, how it might be provided and managing people’s
expectations.
Present: DADLAF: Claire Brooks, Geof Cole, Ian Else and Brian Nicholls;
Derbyshire County Council: Gill Millward; Derby City: Ray Brown
Apologies: Charlotte Marrison (DADLAF). John Morrissey (DADLAF) and
Charlotte Gilbert (Peak District LAF) were unfortunately unable to access the
meeting due to technical issues
It was anticipated that a response to the joint letter sent by the two LAF Chairs
to Helen Barrington (Director of Legal and Democratic Services at DCC)
would be received in advance of the next round of LAF meetings in June 2021
It was noted that the Derbyshire Record Office had re-opened and was
operating an appointment only system for visits, including the need to prebook all archives and local studies material
The advantages of submitting Definitive Map Modification Order (DMMO)
applications on behalf of an organisation were reiterated
The length of time it was taking the County Council to process some DMMO
applications was raised, citing an example of a BOAT claim which is only just
being considered after 17 years
This led to a discussion about the lack of resources to progress DMMO
applications and the need to prioritise the most useful, rather than dealing with
them in chronological order eg claims for bridleway and above which would
benefit more different users and help link up these fragmented networks;
those in areas of the county where there are no public rights of way, with a
lower priority possibly being given to those routes which are currently not used
at all
There could be a role for the LAFs/ volunteers to help with the prioritisation of
claims or even with their initial assessment. It was felt that it would be useful
to start a dialogue with Legal Services

7
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It was agreed that it would also be useful to have an update from the British
Horse Society (BHS) and GM offered to contact Will Steel, their 2026 Project
Manager
A meeting with the wider Unrecorded Ways group would also be beneficial to
see what progress was being made and if there are any issues which the
LAFs could help with. GM agreed to arrange this over the summer
It was mentioned that the 2026 cut-off date is to be repealed in Wales. A
survey has also been carried out by ADEPT Rights of Way Managers Group
and the Institute of Public Rights of Way Officers about altering the date to
2031. It was felt that the increased demand for walking and cycling during the
pandemic should be a good enough reason to extend the deadline in order to
help improve access/ connectivity of the network
It was noted that LAFs have a varying approach to Unrecorded Ways, with
some carrying out the research etc themselves and others having no
involvement at all
IT WAS AGREED THAT:1)

Contact be made with Will Steel, BHS 2026 Project Manager for an
update (GM)

2)

A meeting would be arranged over the summer with the wider
Unrecorded Ways Sub-Group to find out how the research/ submission
of DMMO applications is progressing and identify any issues/ blockages
which the LAFs could help with (GM)

3)

There would be further discussion at the LAF meetings in June about
continuing dialogue with the County Council’s Legal Services,
particularly with regard to the prioritisation of DMMO applications
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